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Abstract
OLAP queries are complex and time-consuming and hence materializing data cube is a commonly used
technique to reduce response time. To our knowledge, most previous OLAP cube implementation techniques
apply a static view selection algorithm on the search lattice. These static methods first treat each node in the
lattice as an undividable unit and then pick some of them for materialization. Pre-computing some nodes without
being aware of which nodes are actually accessed at run time would seriously impact both response time and
available space. We propose to further partition nodes in the lattice into subcubes into each of which multiple
OLAP queries via a dynamic materialization algorithm can be mapped. Experiments show that the locality
effects do exist in OLAP queries, and our dynamic method keeps a reasonable performance even though the
available space is very limited and is practical for OLAP query processing.
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摘要
線上分析處理(OLAP)的查詢不但複雜而且耗費時間，所以實體化資料晶體是一個常用的技術來降低
查詢的回應時間。就我們所知，大部分已經提出的 OLAP 晶體的實作技術都在搜尋絡上應用靜態的視域
選取演算法。這些靜態的方法先將每個節點視為一個不可分割的單位，之後再從中挑選出部分結點實體
化。預先計算部分結點而無視節點執行期間實際被存取的狀況可能嚴重影響回應時間以及可用空間。我
們建議將資料晶體進一步分割成次晶體，透過動態的實體化演算法，多個 OLAP 查詢將能對映到相同的
次晶體。實驗顯示局部化效應的確存在於 OLAP 的查詢中，並且在有限的可用空間下，我們的動態演算
法能維持合理的效能。
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I. Introduction
Data warehousing and On-line Analytical Processing (OLAP) technologies [4] have been one of
the most important decision support systems in recent years. Inherently, OLAP queries are complex
and time-consuming; hence materialization is a commonly used technique to reduce response time. To
the best of our knowledge, applying view selection algorithms on the search lattice in advance is a
common practice in most previous data cube implementation techniques. These static methods first
treat each node in the lattice as an undividable unit and then pick some nodes for materialization.
Furthermore, they depend heavily on some sampling techniques [11] to estimate the view size which is
not practical in implementation.
Typically, generation of an OLAP cube can be accomplished by repeatedly computing group-bys
based on the dimension levels, and the result forms a search lattice [12]. Note that the OLAP cube
generated this way does not cover all aggregations it may have because a cube operation [8] can be
further applied on the nodes in the lattice. Our experiments [6] on the APB-1 benchmark database
show that the OLAP cube grew from 8 to 37 times as the size of the base fact table. In addition, the
OLAP queries access only a small portion of the OLAP cube (especially when data cubes are quite
sparse). Not only few nodes in the lattice are accessed but a small portion within each accessed node is
used. Therefore, careless materialized view selection strategies (or algorithms) may result in
exhausting available system space with useless aggregations. Our experiments [6] also exhibit that
only 13% nodes in the lattice are accessed in APB-1 Benchmark queries, and the accessed regions are
much smaller than their corresponding nodes.
With those issues mentioned above, we propose defining a finer but not too fine partition, subcube,
for OLAP implementations. A finer partition contributes to more efficient space utilization than the
whole node in the lattice. Experiments show that OLAP queries cluster only on some nodes in the
lattice and hence it is critical that we select the right set to materialize. A partition that is not too fine
allows potential locality effects, i.e. multiple OLAP queries can be mapped to the same subcube.
We also propose a dynamic view selection algorithm to materialize subcubes from existing ones
instead of pre-computing some nodes for materialization (i.e. static methods) without being aware of
which views are actually accessed at run time.

II. Related Work
Previous studies related to OLAP implementations deal with two major problems at different
levels. Research investigating the problem of how to compute an OLAP cube efficiently belongs to
memory level, and has developed two major approaches including top-down and bottom-up [1, 15, 2,
3, 10], while those research on the problem of how to store an OLAP cube efficiently belongs to
storage level, and has designed many algorithms to select the right set of view to materialize [12, 2, 7,
9, 14]. The most representative one is the greedy algorithm introduced in [12] choosing a near-optimal
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subset of views, while their heavy dependence on some sampling techniques [11] to estimate the view
size which we think is not practical in implementation. In this paper, we propose a better partition for
materialization and a new technique for estimation of a view size. Through materializing subcubes,
queries benefited from the results of previous are made possible.

III. The Subcube Framework
We can roughly view a subcube as the result of a drill-down operation to a cell (i.e. subcube cell)
on each dimension it may have. There are two advantages to doing so. First the unit for materialization
can be reduced from a node in a lattice to a finer partition – a subcube. Second the drill-down
operation on each dimension will not result in a partition that is too fine as well as take potential
locality effects into consideration. Before we illustrate the framework of the subcube, we first
introduce the notation for representing OLAP queries concisely.

A. The query cell notation
Typically OLAP queries examine the aggregations (measures) in several different contexts (via
slicer attributes) and from several different angles (by group-by attributes). We use the following
example to demonstrate what information is specified in an OLAP query and how an answer to a
query can be viewed as a result of drill-down operation to a cell.
Example 3.1 Consider the query description of Channel Sales Analysis (i.e. Query 1) defined in
APB-1 benchmark queries [13]. For the sake of clarity, the query has been slightly modified to omit
some details not directly related to our discussion. This query shows units sold and dollar sales for a
given channel by product, customer and time dimensions. The functional query definition is listed
below.

get UNITS SOLD, DOLLAR SALES
by PRODUCT = children_of(prod)
by CUSTOMER = children_of(cust)
by TIME = children_of(time)
where CHANNEL = chan
Note that the member_name in parentheses is a parameter denoting a data member regarding a
certain dimension, and children_of() denotes its child data members. The above query is represented
as a 4-tuple (chan, prod, cust, time) in our notation. The underlined elements are group-by attributes
used to specify along which dimensions the measures are analyzed in the query. The element not
underlined is slicer attribute used to restrict which data member of a certain dimension is extracted.
We assume that all measures are analyzed in each query, so there is no need for us to specify measures
in our query notation.
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B. The subcube
Although the terms “data cube” and “OLAP cube” are commonly used and even interchangeable
in the literature investigating multidimensional databases or OLAP systems, we take a different view.
Basically, we regard the data cube as the result of a cube operation [8], while the OLAP cube is the
union of applying cube operation on each node in a cube lattice [12].
Definition 3.1 [The Data Cube] A data cube is the result set of the cube operator. For an
n-dimension data cube, the cell is an (n+m)-tuple in the form of (d1, d2, …, dn, f1(*),f2(*),…, fm(*)),
where
•

Each di is either a value from the domain of dimension levels of the i-th Dimension or an ALL
values;

•

Each fj(x) is a value generated by the aggregate function defined on the data cube.

If the cardinality of the n attributes are C1, C2, …, Cn, then the number of cells of the n-dimensional
data cube is at most

n

∏ (C + 1)
i

, and the number of super-aggregates (i.e. those cells containing ALLs) is

i =1

n

n

∏ (C + 1) − ∏ C
i

i =1

i

.

i =1

In real-life applications, hierarchies exist in dimensions and underlie two important querying
operations: drill-down and roll-up. Based on the dependency relation ≤ [12], each GB form a cube
lattice.
Definition 3.2 [The Cube Lattice] Given n dimensions D1, D2,…, Dn and each with a set of dimension
levels (hierarchy)

{
= {l , l

}
},

L1 = l11 , l12 ,..., l1h1 ,
L2

1
2

h2
2
2 ,..., l 2

…

{

Ln = l n1 , l n2 ,..., l nhn

} respectively.

Then the set L = {L1 × L2 × ... × Ln } and dependence relation ≤ forms a Cube Lattice
L1 ∗ L2 ∗ ... ∗ Ln

L, ≤

with

nodes.

Definition 3.3 [The Node Operations] Given an n-dimensional fact f and the corresponding cube
lattice L, ≤ , for each element (l1 , l 2 ,..., l n ) ∈ L , the set of its constituent elements

{ l1 , l 2 ,..., l n } can be

used to compute group-by and cube operations from f denoted by GB(l1 , l 2 ,..., l n ) and CB(l1 , l 2 ,..., l n ) .
Each node of an n-dimensional cube lattice is an n-tuple, and its constituent elements can be used
as group-by attributes to generate the node value. The computation is first joining the fact table with
each dimension tables then grouping it by its constituent elements.
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Definition 3.4 [The Node Value] Given an n-dimensional cube lattice L, ≤ , for each element
(l1 , l 2 ,..., l n ) ∈ L , the corresponding node in the lattice is denoted by

Node( l1 ,l2 ,...,l n )

or

scClass ( l1 ,l2 ,...,l n ) , and its value is the result of cube operation applying on it.

Since each node of the cube lattice is further partitioned into subcubes, to better express the
concepts regarding the subcube, a node in the lattice is usually referred to as a subcube class
represented by scClass in our discussion.
Definition 3.5 [The OLAP Cube] Given an n-dimensional cube lattice

L, ≤

with q nodes, the

OLAP cube is the union of q data cubes.
CBOLAP(L)= {CB(s1 ) ∪ CB(s2 ) ∪ ... ∪ CB(sq ) ∀si ∈ L}
Generally, an OLAP query is a subset of a subcube. To be benefited from potential locality effects,
not only the result of an OLAP query is materialized but the entire subcube. We demonstrate how a
query cell is mapped into a subcube, and how a materialized subcube can be used to answer multiple
queries in following example. Before we formally define the subcube, some useful functions are listed
below.
•

level(x): returns the level name of x.

•

child_level(x): returns the child level name of x.

•

parent(x): returns the parent name of x.

Definition 3.6 [The Subcube] Given an CBOLAP(L) and a query cell (c1, c2,…, cn), the corresponding
subcube is represented by sc (s 1 l , s 2 l ,..., s n l ), where
1

2

•

ci if ci is underlined;
si = 
 parent(ci ) if x not underlined.

•

child _ level (c i ) if c i is underlined ;
li = 
level (c i ) if c i not underlined .

n

and its values is a subset of a data cube CB(l1 , l 2 ,..., l n ) , where each cell share the same parent-child
relationship.

(

)

l
l
l
sc s1 1 , s2 2 ,..., sn n = {(c1 ' , c2 ' ,...cn ' , a1 , a2 ,..., am ci ' = parent( s i ), ∀i = 1,2,..., n )}

C. The SUBCUBING algorithm
We develop a dynamic algorithm Subcubing based on our subcube framework. Generally,
Algorithm Subcubing materializes each accessed subcube as long as space is available. If the
remaining space is not sufficient, the algorithm repeatedly replaces the old subcube that has the least
reuse frequency until space become sufficient again to materialize a newly accessed subcube. There
are some variables used in the algorithm to facilitate the materialization processing: The variable sp
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denotes the size of available space allocated and it shrinks with time. To determine the least recently

Algorithm SUBCUBING(S)
Given: S is a queue of query cells, r is the result
set of the query and M is the set of materialized
subcubes.
BEGIN
M = ∅;
r = ∅;
while S ≠ ∅
pick the first cell c in S;
s = CELLMAPPING(c);
if (s ∈ M) then /* Existing subcube */
s.frq = s.frq + 1;
r = slice(s);
return r;
else /* NEW subcube */
while sp < size_of(s)
pick the subcube s’ ∈ M that
has the least frq and bnf;
drop s’;
sp = sp + size_of(s’);
end while
compute s from M;
M = M ∪ s;
s.frq = 1;
sp = sp – size_of(s));
r = slice(s);
return r;
end if
S = S – c;
end while
END

Procedure CELLMAPPING(c)
Given: c =(c1, c2,…, cn)is an n-dimensional query cell.
BEGIN
for i = 1 to n
if ci is underlined then
/* group-by attributes */
li = child_level(ci);
else /* slicer attributes */
li = level(ci);
ci = parent(ci);
end if
end for
s = (c1l1 , c2l2 ,..., cnln ) ;
return s;
END
used subcube, we use the variable frq to keep track of the reuse frequency for each materialized
subcube. In addition, the variable bnf is used to denote the potential benefit it may has. The unit for
materialization in the algorithm is individual subcube, and it always keeps the most frequently used
subcubes in storage as long as the remaining available space is sufficient.
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IV. Experimental Results
We have implemented the dynamic algorithm we developed and the greedy algorithm developed
in [12] for comparison. The system used is a Pentium 4 2.8G Hz with 2GB DDR 400 SDRAM,
running Microsoft Windows 2000 Server and SQL Server 2000. The algorithm was implemented
using Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 and ActiveX Data Model (ADO). We also implemented the greedy
algorithm [12] for comparison. The sample data used in our experiments is produced by APB-1 OLAP
Benchmark Release II File Generator. The common parameters used in these experiments are: channel
= 10, number of users = 100. Experimental results show that our method of partitioning subcube
classes into subcubes is almost immune from density change.

Fig. 1: The comparison between dynamic and static algorithms

We compare the hit rates with the static method, as shown in Fig.1. The results show that
pre-computing some views without being aware of the actual usage they made at run time performs
poorly. Note that once additional space exceeds 1.5 times the size of base fact table the hit rate no
longer increases.

V. Conclusions and Future Works
We have investigated the problem of further partitioning the subcube class into subcubes in order
to raise its reusability. We experimented on the APB-1 Benchmark database and emphasized the need
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to handle the serious situation that most OLAP queries focus only on certain subcube classes and
sometimes even a small portion within a subcube class. We also developed one dynamic view
selection algorithm to rapidly determine frequently used subcubes. Through moderately enlarge the
size of aggregations queried to subcube(s) potential locality effects are taken into consideration, and at
the same time reusability is made possible. We believe that the subcube framework will also apply to
other OLAP data models. We are currently committed to developing subdube-based query processing,
and part of the work appeared in [5].
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